CAT® SERVICE INFORMATION SYSTEM (SIS)

Easy Access To Information On More Than One Million Parts

Service Information Systems (SIS) Web is the electronic service tool that Caterpillar dealers, customers and employees rely on for their parts and service information needs. SIS Web covers information for all Caterpillar products from 1977 to date.

The information in SIS is the equivalent of over 25,000 books. With over 2 million graphics and more than 1.5 million part numbers, SIS contains 44,000 parts and service documents. Available with easy web access subscription or USB disconnect subscription (no internet access).

To obtain access to Basic SIS Web from HOLT CAT® (at no charge) simply register online at: http://www.HoltCat.com/parts_service/parts.aspx

Once registered, you will have instant access to PartStore and a basic version, which includes kits, parts and safety.

For more information, call (210) 648-8989, Option 7
CAT® SERVICE INFORMATION SYSTEM (SIS)

Improve Efficiency, Minimize Downtime

- Interactive Schematics
- 2D Hot-pointed Graphics
- Streamline repair and maintenance operations with trouble-shooting, diagnostic and safety information
- Find exactly what you need with fast, efficient keyboard searches
- Get the latest information with automatic updating
- View 3 decades worth of information on every CAT product
- Eliminate lost, missing and out-of-date paper manuals
- Take information into the field with a USB drive subscription
- Rely on safe source for parts and service information
- Compatible with Windows 7, 8, and 10
- Compatible with Internet Explorer and Google Chrome

For more information, call (210) 648-8989, Option 7
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